DIRECTION TO THE MAIN CAMPUS COTTBUS

Address:
Platz der Deutschen Einheit 1
03046 Cottbus

ARRIVAL BY CAR
Arrival is fastest via highway A13 and A15, exit Cottbus-West towards downtown (Zentrum). A reference to the University is available on most major roads.

ARRIVAL BY TRAIN
There are fast and direct lines that can connect you to Berlin, Dresden, Leipzig and Wroclaw (Poland). It is also fairly convenient to get to Cottbus from any other point in Europe.

From the outside of the central train station in Cottbus you can catch the bus or tram:

- bus 15
  from central train station (Hauptbahnhof), stop »Hauptbahnhof/Parkplatz« in direction Sielow to University Main Campus, stop »Technische Universität«

- bus 16
  from central train station (Hauptbahnhof), stop »Hauptbahnhof« in direction »Stadthalle« to University Main Campus, stop »TU Mensa«

- tram 2
  from stop »Thiemstraße/Hauptbahnhof« in direction Sandow to the stop »Stadthalle« From here you reach the University Main Campus in about ten minutes.

- tram 4
  from stop »Thiemstraße/Hauptbahnhof« in direction Neu Schmellwitz to the stop »Stadthalle« From here you reach the University Main Campus in about ten minutes.

WALKING ARRIVAL
If you were to walk by foot from central train station (Hauptbahnhof) to University Main Campus it would take you around 25 to 30 minutes. Simply continue along the main road Bahnhofstrasse/Karl-Marx-Straße.
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